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ABSTRACT 

At SLAC, we arc pursuing tin. design of it Next Linear Coliidcr (NLC) winch 
would begin with a cepler-of-mass energy of O.ii TeV and lie upgradable to at least 
1.0 TeV, and possibly IS TcV. The, luminosity is designed to tie 10 3 3 c n i _ ; t s _ 1 al 
(In1 lower energy '•""' '0 cm-*H at tlic lop energy. In this paper, we discuss 
the accelerator physics issues which arc important in our approach, and also the 
present stale of the technology development. We also review the impact that the 
SW has had in the evolution of our basic approach. 

1. Introduction' 

In this paper, we will review the development of the Next Linear Collider 
(NLC) at SLAC. We are pursuing the design of an NLC which would begin with 
a ccntcr-of-mass energy of 0.5 TcV and be upgradable to nt least 1 TeV. The lu
minosity is designed to be 10 3 3 cm" 2 *" 1 at the lower energy mid 10 3 4 c m " 2 s - 1 at 
the higher energy. Our bnsic approach is to extend the technology and accelerator 
physics which is being used for the SLC to the next generation. To obtain the 
higher energy without excessive length, we choose an RF frequency of 11.4 GHz 
which is four timon the frequency of the SLAC linac. We would like to increase the 
acceleration gradient to 50-100 MV/ni, a factor of three to six beyond the SLC. 

To obtain the luminosity without excessive wall-plug power, we focus the 
beat])* at the interaction point to a flat ribbon. This controls the bcamstrahlung 
radiation while allowing a small cross-sectional area. The luminosity is further 
enhanced by the acceleration of many bunches on each cycle of the accelerator. 

A possible layout for the NLC is shown in Fig. 1. There arc two complete 
linear accelerators, one for electrons and the other for positrons,. Each linac is 
supplied with particle beams by n damping ring followed by a prcaccclcration section 
consisting of two bunch compressors and a 10 GeV linac. After passing through 
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I lit- main linacs and final focus system, the beams collide at a small crossing angle 
inside u particle detector. 

To illustrate the basic features of the NLC operation, consider the transport 
of electrons through the collider on a single machine pulse. A train of 10 hunches 
is created at the source and accelerated tii about 1.8 GeV in a preaccelcrator. This 
"batch" of bunches is thru injected into a damping ring that serves to reduce the 
liansvt'isi- and longitudiuid omittance in each bunch. At the proper moment, these 
bunches are extracted from the ring and compressed along their direction of motion 
by a hunch compressor, after which they are accelerate*! to about 16 GeV and 
compressed a second linn* just prior to injection into the main, high-gradient, linac. 
The entire hatch is carefully steered and focused as the electrons lire accelerated 
to full energy in tin- linac. Precision magnets in the final focus system squeeze the 
hunches vertically hy about a factor of 300 just before they collide at the IP with 
similar hunches of positrons. Except for the fact that tlie positrons are created 
differently, from the interactions that neon when a bunch of electrons hits a metal 
target, their transport is similar to that of the electmus. After the beams collide, 
their debris is channeled out. of the detcrtor urea and into shielded dumps. 

The parameters for an NLC are not definite yet; however, over the past few 
years we have narrowed down the range of possibilities considerably. Table I lists 
three parameter options: the first two columns are for 0.5 TeV in the CM t wliile-
(lie final column is for 1.0 TeV. Iu Option 1, a relatively short linear collider is 
constructed with the full accelerating gradient of 100 MV/ni. This accelerator can 
he upgraded to Option 3 by doubling the length of the linnc while keeping the 
injection system fixed. In Option 2, a long linear collider is constructed with ft 
reduced accelerating gradient of 50 MV/in. This can be upgraded to Option 3 by 
the addition of ltF power sources to the lintie. In both upgrade paths, the final 
focus must be modified somewhat. A final upgrade to 1.5 TeV in either case can 
be obtained by a fl(l% increase iu the length of the linnc. 

Option 1 has a relatively short linnc ant) may be less expensive than Option 2, 
but it would w-tpurr us to face all the problems of the high accelerating grr.uicnt and 
the required high peak power FtF sources. In Option 2, wo relax the requirements for 
RF power by a factor of four and begin with a reduced accelerating gradient. The 
price is an initially longer accelerator with the increased conventional construction. 

Before discussing our approach to the design of the NLC, it is useful to review 
some of the lessons learned from the SLC. After this, we divide the NLC discus-
sion into two sections. The first discusses the accelerator physics and tcchnolnrv 
necessary to obtain the energy, while the final section focuses on the lumii .... 

2. The First Linear Colliders The SLC' 

During the past eight years, the first linear collider, the SLC, was constructed 
and developed at SLAC. This design re-uses the existing liuac in u novel way to 
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Tallin I. NLC Parameter Options. 

Option 1 2 3 

Energy { + A TcV J + i T e V { + £ T«V 
Luminosity 2 x 10" 2 x 10 3 3 1 X 10 M 

Litmc Length 7 km 14 km 14 km 

Accol. Gradient 100 MV/in 50 MV/m 100 MV/in 

RF FVcqucncy 11.4 GHJS I1.4GHz 11.4 GHx 

# ParticlcH/bmicUiDR 2 x i a i n 1 x 10 1 0 2 x I0 1 0 

Liimc 1.8 x 10 1 0 9 x 10° 1.8 x 10 , B 

FF 1.5 x 10 1 0 7 x 10" 1.5 x I0 l" 

# Bunches, n* 10 10 10 

Beamstruhhmg, 6 10% 6% 23% 

Repetition Rate 120 HK 180 Hz 180 His 

Wall-Plug Power 93 MW 70 MW 280 MW 

IP Beam Size: ny 4 nm 4 imi 2.5 imi 

ax 320 inn 200 mn 220 nui 

<r: 
100 urn 100 fim 100 /Mil 

°AEIB 0.18% 0.18% 0.15% 

accelerate the electron and positron colliding bunches, as well hs u trailing third 
bunch which is used to produce the next round of positrons. This technique was 
possible because at the required energy of about 50 GeV, it is possible to bend 
e* beams w>i'">nt excess loss of energy or omittance dilution. This led to the 
rharacti-. „ uimis racket shape of the SLC. 

In spite of the distinction of a "folded" design, however, the SLC is the 
technology and accelerator physics base for the Next Linear Collider. During the 
detailed desigu and subsequent commissioning and development of the SLC, we have 
had to face the real issues which limit performance of a linear collider. Many lessons 
have been learned, in fact, hundreds of articles have been written on the details of 
designing and operating a working linear collider. In this section we will discuss a 
few of the highlights from SLC which form the foundation of SLAC's approach to 
the NLC. 
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2.L Low-Bmittance. Production 

Tin- SLC dumping rings were designed to provide very low-cmittance electron 
beams at u high repetition rate (ISO Hz). Although the technology and accelerator 
physics of electron storage rings is well understood, the SLC damping rings were 
the first design!: which combined very low omittance and high repetition rate. The 
basic design of the.se rings has been confirmed in practice; they achieve their design 
asymptotic cmtttance. 

One of the most critical components of the entire collider has turned out to be 
the damping ring extraction kicker. During SLC development it has been nccess:iry 
to develop very stable kicker power supplies and nlso techniques for shaping the 
pulse of the kicker to vary the kick separately on ench of two extracted bunches. 
Thi-i will be especially important in tin NLC where trains of 10 or more bunches 
will be extracted tit once. 

Damping rings arc especially sensitive to the longitudinal impedance seen by 
the beam as it passes through the vacuum chamber. An excessive impedance causes 
bunch lengthening and on increase in the relative energy spread of the bunches. The 
bunch lengthening observed hi the SLC damping rings agrees very well with theoret
ical bunch lengthening using detailed escalations of the damping rins impedance. 

Fin.'dly, upon extraction from the SLC damping rings, it js necessary to 
compress the hunch length from about 7 mm to O.fl mill. This requires a transport 
line with careful chromatic and dispersive compensation. Although tltc SLC hunch 
compressors initially did their compression job very well, they also were responsible 
for a sizable portion of the cmittancc dilution. To eliminate this dilution, it has 
been necessary to develop both linear anil nonlinear compensation techniques to 
match the beam from (his complex transport line into the linuc to be accelerated. 

2.2. Acceleration 

This brings us to the heart of any linear collider, the main linac. Although 
the SLC re-uses the basic accelerator structure and waveguides from the SLAC 
linac. it was necessary to modify many of the remaining parts of the RF power 
system and low-power phase control system. New klystrons wore developed, which 
produce C5 MW of peak RF power at 2.SC GHz in pulses 3.5 fis long. Although 
at one time these klystrons had their development prohlems, they are now very 
reliable and have lifetimes far longer than initially expected, This experience is 
being directly applied to the development of klystrons for the NLC at 11.4 GHz. 

The power level of C5 MW is not sufficient to reach the required acceleration 
gradient of 17 MV/ni. A new device called SLED was invented at SLAC which 
compresses RF pulses while increasing the peak power up to about 160 MW. This 
has proved a valuable tool mid a new modification, dubbed SLED II, is planned for 
the NLC. 

s 
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The phase control requirements and the management of the Hnac energy 
profile are much more critical iu a linear collider than In a conventional linac. It is 
necessary to shift the phase of each hunch on the RF wave by a precise amount in 
order to compensate single-hunch energy spread. The multibunch energy control is 
provided by matching the rate of extraction of energy to the rate of input. All of 
the technology, control system and accelerator physics of this acceleration process 
has been t ited in detail in the SLC main linac. The problems in an NLC arc very 
similar to those which have been solved for the SLC; the primary difference is the 
factor of four higher frequency, 

2,8. Emittance Preservation 

Acceleration and transport in the mam linac can lead to the dilution of 
the beam emittaneo. Several developments at the SLC have made it possible to 
preserve the tiny emittunce produced by the damping rings. The routine beam 
position measurement at SLC is done witii a precision of 20 fan. With these precise 
measurements, it is possible to control the trajectory of the electron beam at the 
50 /tin level. With this level of precision, beam-based alignment has been used to 
align the entire SLC linae. 

Single-bunch transverse beam breakup can be cured by using a correlated 
energy deviation (RNS damping). This technique was experimentally tested at the 
SLC and is part of the normal running configuration. Residual tail growth of the 
bunches is compensated by deliberate hunch offsets to cancel the growth. 

The BNS correlated energy spread is a measure of the relative size of the 
wakefield forces and the external focusing forces. In the SLC, at design current, the 
viilue is .several percent. In this case alignment tolerances tend to be the order of 
the beam size. For the NLC we would like tolerances much larger than the beam 
size. To do tiiis, it is necessary to have a much smaller BNS energy spread. For the 
NLC design at SLAC the BNS energy spread is a few tenths of a percent, an order 
of magnitude smaller thnu that for the SLC. 

While these compensations are necessary to achieve robust stable running, 
they are not sufficient to prevent drift which causes the beam to deteriorate. This 
drift is held in check with a sequence of feedback systems which steer the beam 
to a reference trajectory. For the NLC this puts special emphasis on keeping the 
repetition rate high enough to provide effective sampling for feedback. 

2.4- Matching DiagnastiM and Phase. Space Certification 

In order to match the beam condition to its ideal value, it is necessary to 
measure beam sizes and lengths rather precisely. In the SLC the beam size mea
surement is done with wire scanners for beam sizes in the range 1.5 «m to 100 
/mi. This information is used to adjust compensating magnets in order to precisely 
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match the beam to its desired size mid divergence. In the longitudinal direction it is 
very difficult to measure the bunch length directly; however, by using a longitudinal 
energy correlation together with known dispersion, the bunch lengths are measured 
down to the 0.5 mm minimum hunch length provided by the hunch compressor-
This bunch length is adjusts! as the intensity is varied in order to achieve the opti
mum energy spread at the end of the linac. All of these techniques can be directly 
applied to the NLC. 

2.5. Partir.lv Beam Transport 

After the beams leave the linac, they are separated and travel through two 
ares which lead to the SLC final focus. These arcs arc not constructed in a plane 
and must transport the beam without diluting the. omittance. Because of the very 
strong focusing, the qundrupo]? magnets are used as correctors by udjusting their 
position with precision magnet movers. The SLC arcs have provided the first large-
scale experience with computer-controlled alignment. In order to compensate errors 
due to misalignments in the SLC arcs, the i x <l transport matrices have been 
completely reconstructed using beam data. This information has been used to 
successfully compensate the system to bring it to the design performance. This 
type of compensation may also lie necessary to control dilution in the NLC bunch 
compressor systems. 

C'.tf. SLC Final FOCM 

Perhaps the first lesson learned about the final focus .system is actually up
stream of it: iu order to operate the detectors, it is necessary to colUiuatc tine beams 
well before tliey enter the final focus. This process is essential for successful physics 
runs, and will also be important in au NLC. The timing of the SLC final focus has 
I aught us how 1o use beam-beam dEects (deflection and beamstrahlung) to optimize 
the spot size. From time to time, the beams we scanned across each other- This 
yields the characteristic beam-beam deflection curve which can be used to determine 
the convolution of the spot sizes as well as the position for head-on collisions. This 
spot size information is used to adjust the chromatic correction system in order to 
tune the optics to the matched configuration to achieve minimum spot size. For the 
NLC designs, we have learned the imports"ice of separating the functions of phase-
space matching from the final focus system. We have also learned the importance 
of detailed tuning strategies, lessons which are already being applied to the design 
of the Final Focus Test Beam (see Section 4.S.)-

g.7. System /,MUC.< 

Some of the most important lessons learned thus far from SLC experience 
are also the most difficult to quantify; these can be loosely termed "system is
sues." Qualitatively, as a system, an electron storage ring is rather like a damped 
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pendulum. It haft a stable configuration which is only perturbed adiabatically if 
parameters vary. The system is perturbed every now and then for injection, but in 
all other aspects it is a steady-state system. 

In a linear collider, the heam is recreated on each cycle of acceleration. 
The electrons remember their initial conditions and all downstream parameters are 
affected by changes upstream. As a system the linear collider behaves rather like a 
pencil bnltutced on your finger tip. In order to keep the balanced pencil stable it is 
necessary to provide feedback at the base. For the linear collider, feedback is the 
key to stable operation. It must deal with changes every 10 pulses or so as well as 
day/night drift due to small temperature changes. 

The stable operation of the system is alno coupled tightly to the overall com
plexity and the reliability of individual components. In order to provide sufficient 
time for stable running, it is necessary to eliminate tuning of the linear chain of 
components. High reliability and stability help reduce this to a nuiumuin. In a 
complex system such as a linear collider, one cannot expect peak performance from 
idl system* simultimenusly. For reliable operation, experience at SLC indicates that 
a significant margin is required in each system. 

3 . Obtaining The Energy 

5.1. The Basic Approach 

Tin? energy for the NLC is obtained by a combination of length and acceler
ation gradient. At SLAC, we huvc chosen to push acceleration gradients a factor of 
three to five up to 50 -100 MV/m. In order to accomplish this wliile still controlling 
the wall-plug power, we increase the frequency by a similar factor up to 11.4 GHz. 
Other than this change, the NLC RF system is modeled after the successful SLC 
RF system. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The RF power flows from 
the source through waveguides to a travelling wave structure. After the structure 
is full, the beam is accelerated mid the remaining energy flows out of the structure 
into a cooled loud. Perhaps the best place to begin the discussion of the NLC RF 
system is at the RF structure, 

5.2. Thv ItF Structure 

The RF structures planned for the NLC arc rather similar to those presently 
being used at the SLC except for the factor of four change in frequency. The 
basic parameters are shown in Table II. The key difference is a modification in 
design to reduce the transverse wakefiekls induced by bundles which are offset in 
the structure. First, in order to control the wakefield within a bunch, the iris holes 
have bii-n increased by about a factor of two relative to the wavelength. Although 
this slightly increases the required power, the short-range transverse wakefield is 
reduced by about tin order of magnitude by this simple modification. Second, 
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Table II. NLC Structure PanunatRra 

Section Length /*• 1,8 m 

Beam Aperture Radius a 
J 0.175 

Group Velocity la 0.06 

Filling Time Tf 100 ns 

Unloaded Time Constant T„ 196 ns 

Attenuation Parameter r 0.505 

Elastance s 815 V/pC/m 

Structure Efficiency '*» 0.G29 

Peak Input Power/Meter 

at 50 MV/m 

An 49 MW/ra 

Peak Power per Peed 

at 50 MV/m 
/*W S8 MW 

Structure Average Power 

Dissipation at 50 MV/m* 
ftfr 840 W/ro 

• 150 ns at 180 pps. 

because it is necessary to accelerate many bunches during each machine cycle to 
achieve the desired luminosity, the structure must also be modified to reduce the 
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long-range transverse wakeficld. 
Thiw can be accomplished by two techniques. In the first method, the cavity 

design iw altered so that the deflecting fields are strongly coupled to external wave
guides. After a bunch passage, the fields in the structure die out quickly as they 
propagate out the waveguide into a matched load. The second technique relies on 
the cancellation of the deflections from cell to cell. If the cells in a single structure 
arc designed so that the deflecting modes oscillate at different frequencies, then the 
average defetection over the structure effectively damps due to the dccohcrence of 
the various cell wakcficlds, 

Doth techniques have been theoretically studied and experimentally tested at 
SLAC, M Present designs at SLAG arc focusing on the "detuned" option due to its 
simplicity. An experimental test of this technique is shown in Fig. 3, together with 
theoretical estimates of the wakefield for a model detuned structure. This model 
used n Gaussian distribution of frequencies for the higher-order modes, but the 
effect was exaggerated in a si picture with a small number of cells. The experiment 
was a success and showed excellent agreement with theory. 

0.050 

0 

f 
£ -0.050 

^ 0.050 
-i 

0.025 

0 

-0.025 

Fig. 3. Transverse nwlm potential Tor the HKMn-dctuned 50-Ciivily disk-loaded 
structure. Top: calculation l>y MNACuHU {<?• = 0). Ilottotu: Measurement 
result .M AATF [<7t ~'2.& mm). 

The actual structure will have a Gaussian distribution in the higher-order 
modes which is tailored by adjusting the cell dimensions while keeping the funda-
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mental lU'n'K'rntin^ »««!«• fivnuMioy rmi?lmit, This structure is mninisrcait i>r tin* 
SLC Ktritrtun* which is nioititinl in n similar way to err-atr a mjistani gradient. 
The calculated wakcfield «F this structure is shown in Pig. 4, and the variation 
»f luvelcrating Held along the structure is shown in Fig. 5- Structures with this 
wakcfield yield less than 10% blowup huurh-to-bunch in an NLC. We phut to begin 
construction of a full-scale <letm«*d structure in 1992. 
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In order to verify that it is possible to reliably accelerate beams with gradi
ents in the range 50-100 MV/in, we are conducting high-power experiments with 
model structures. The latest high-held tent was conducted on a seven-cell, 11.4-
GHz standing wave structure. Although the peak field reached was limited by the 
available input power, the structure was powered to peak surface fields in excess of 
500 MV/in, This would correspond to a triivelling wave accelerating field of about 
200 MV/m. 

High-power tests in 1002 will include u 30-cm-long structure and a 75-cm-
long structure. The focus of these experiments will be OH the generation of dark 
current due to field emission. Early indications are that the dark current will not 
be u problem at 50 MV/m, but may cause problems for acceleration gradients in 
excess of 100 MV/m. 

S.S. The RF Power System 

The elements of the NLC RF power system are shown in Fig. G. The RF 
power is supplied by a klystron amplifier. In order to obtain the correct pulse length 
and peak power, this RF pulse is compressed by about a factor of six by an RF 
pulse compression system. The overall system is supplied by a modulator (pulsed 
power supply). The primary goal for the syslein is to provide RF power with the 
correct peak power and pulse length as efficiently as possible. 

Modulator 
(power supply) 

Klystron 

LL 

Compression 

Fig. l>. Elements of Llm NLC UK nysli'iii 
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$.4. RF Puhc ComprcuioH 

The object of RF pulse compression is to convert a long RF pulse of moderate 
power into a short RF pulse with high power. Ideally, a factor of five decrease in 
pulse length could yield a factor of five increase in peak power. Due to inefficiencies, 
the factor is always somewhat less. The RF pulse compression system SLED (SLAC 
Energy Development) is presently used at SLAC to boost the klystron power by 
about a factor of three bgforc powering the SLAC linac. Tlus system uses Btorage 
cavities to allow the RF to build up. A phase switch from the klystron causes the 
klystron power and the power emitted from the cavity to add coherently, yielding 
a narrow pulse of high peak power. Unfortunately, this system gives a pulse shape 
which is sharply spiked due to the exponential decay of the fields in the storage 
cavities. For an NLC it is useful to have a flat-top pulse to control multibunch 
energy spread. 

This flat-top pulse can be obtained by two different methods. The first 
method, called binary pulse compression (BPC), uses delay lines to delay the leading 
portion of an RF pulse so that it is coincident in time with tlte trailing portion. This 
yields nil RF pulse which is one half as long, but with nearly twice the power. This 
process can be repeated in a sequence to achieve mare and more multiplication. 
Due to losses in components and waveguides, thr> method is limited to about three 
compressions. 

Figure 7 shows n schematic diagram of a two-stage BPC system which was 
constructed at SLAC.* The 3-db hybrid shown in Fig. 7 is a four-port device which 
combines two power input* into one or another output port depending upon relative 
phase, hi this way phase shifts can be used as high power RF switches. A thrce-
stngc system of analogous design lias been constructed at SLAC and has achieved a 
multiplication factor of 5.5 while reducing the pulse length by a factor of eight. This 
system, togeiher with new high-power klystrons, is used to test the RF structures 
described above. 

2 STAGE BEC SCHEMATIC 

-HI—78 ns 
7 8 n , s J l 

Power 

FlR. 7. ScliL'innlic •tiagrnm of a IH'C sysU'iu. 

One disadvantage of the BPC method of pulse compression is that it uses 
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Resonant Delay Lines 3db Hybrid K = «Jf™ 
3 1^ ^\ (K) X 

6TMA14 Accoleiaior 

Fig. 8. A block diagram of SLED II. 

rather long delay lines. The waveguides which are used have a group velocity very 
close to the speed of light, and they arc only used once as transmissivc delay lines. 
This problem has led to the development of a new pulse compression scheme called 
SLED II." The system as shown in Fig. 8 id similar to the SLED system at SLAC 
except that the cavities for storing the RF are replaced by resonant delay lines. 
Each of these delay tines has a round-trip delay time equal to the output pulse 
length. A resonant buildup of energy stored in the lines takes place during an input 
l^olsc length which is an integral number of delay periods, typically in the range of 
four to eight. A phase reversal of the input pulse effectively trigger? the compression 
to produce u flat-top output pttlsc during the final delay period. An example of a 
SLED II pulse compression by a factor of four is shown in Fig. 9. Measurements 
from a low-power SLED II system with a power gnin of four have shown excellent 
agreement with theory. 

& • • » • —• 
Output 

1 i • 

4 N. 
tt 3 — 

I , Input 

1 : \ 
„2 

> 
> *>„ i i ^ 1 ii f r °< ) 2 4 G a 

i-»t TIM! = (Tf) «fi.1»1S 

Tig (I. KI.KD 11 inilsi; eom|iff\ssion. 

* 
Comparing SLED II with DPC, the amount of waveguide delay line to achieve 

a similar compression is reduced by about a factor of five. This is due to the 
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reflective nature «f the scheme; the delay lines are used repeatedly as the RF wave 
builds up. In addition, this method can be sliced by placing the SLED II systems 
in series to provide even larger compressions if uuroHsury, A high-power SLED II 
puis*- compression system will be constructed at SLAC in 1992 to investigate this 
promising technique further. 

S.5. The Klystron' 

Although a 50-MW klystron would probably suffice for a 500-GeV linear 
collider, the goal for klystron development, at SLAC is to produce a reliable and 
efficient 100-MW, 11.4-GHK klystron with a pulse length of About 1 /is. The designs 
of these klystrons arc based on the successful experience with C5-MW SLC klystrons 
during the past eight years. There arc a few differences due to the higher power 
and frequency. The solcnoidal field which confines the klystron beam is increased to 
decrease the beam size transversely. The beam energy is increased and the electric 
fields at the output arc increased due to the smaller wavelength. A summary of 
klystron performance thus far is shown in Fig. 10. The third klystron, XC3, reached 
power levels similar to those reached by XC2. 

Measured Power Limits 
(orXCl&XCSi 

g- 801 1 j 1 r - 1 

0 400 800 1200 
RFPulse Width (ns> «»«« 

Fig. 10. Summary of klyslion |mrforntanrr 

The problems winch have thus far limited performance are related to the 
high power and high frequency. These are RF breakdown at the output cavities, 
beam optics, beam erosion and window reliability. Each of these problems is being 
addressed in new designs which will be tested in 1992. We hope, by the end of 1992, 
to haw a reliable 1J.4-GH& klystron whicli produces more than 50 MW in a pulse 
about 1 (is long. 
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Fi^. 11. Output pulse shape for new modulator design, 

8.6. The Modulator 

The modulator is u critical component in an NLC (hie to its impact on cost 
and efficiency. The challenge is to produce a beam voltage pulse in the range of400-
600 kV for about 1 ;ts with a rapid rise time to enhance efficiency. Conventional 
SLAC-typp. modulators have slow rise times due to the 20:1 turns ratio of the 
transformer. A new design developed at SLAC" uses a multiplying Blumlcin pulse-
forming network which allows u reduction in the turns ratio of the pulse transformer 
to about 6:1. The output pulse shape for this new design is compared with the 
present modulator pulse in Fig. 11, The improved rise time and n substantial gain 
in efficiency are evident from the figure. This new design will he tested in 1992 by 
converting one of our present klystron test stands to the new design. 

3.7. Tkc NLC Tc*t AtxtleratoT 

The previous sections have discussed the status and plans for the RF system 
and accelerating structure for an NLC. In order to integrate those separate devel
opment efforts into an actual X-bat id accelerator rapable of accelerating e" beams 
necessary for an NLC, we propose to build an NLC Test Accelerator (NLCTA). 
The goal of the NLCTA is to briug together all the cli-ments of the entire acceler
ating system to construct and reliably operate an engineered model of a section of 
a high-gradient linac suitable for the next linear collider. The NLCTA will serve as 
a test bed as Liu: design of the NLC evolves and will provide a model upon which 
a reliable cost estimate of an NLC could be bused. In addition to testing the RF 
acceleration system, the NLCTA will be able to address many questions related to 
the dynamics of the beam during acceleration. 

3.7.1. Basic Parameters 

The NLCTA consists of a high-gradient X-hiuid lin.nc injected by a simple 
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ThWo IIL NLCTA Parameters 
Energy 540 MeV (1280 MeV) 

Linac Length 15 m 

Accelerating Gradient, £t 50 MV/ni (100 MV/ni) 

Injector Energy, Ea 100 MeV 

RF Frequency, ftf 11.42 GHz 

Number of Klystrons 3 (6) 

Klystron Peidt Power 50 MW (100 MW) 

Klystron Pulse Length 0.9-1.2 /is 

RF Pulse Compression 4.0 

Structure Tyi>e 2JT/3 Detuned 

thermionic gun mid followed by n spectrometer to analyze the accelerated beam. A 
schematic layout is .shown ttt Fig. 12 and the parameters are listed in Table III. 

The NLCTA will be injected by a simple thermionic gridded gun which will 
be followed by an X-bund prebuuehor cavity. A very minor modification of one 
X-hand accelerator section converts it to a capture section for the X-band linac. 
The X-band linae consists of six accelerator sections (each 1.8 m long). These 
sections are fed (in the initial phase) by three 50-MW klystrons which make use of 
SLED-II pulse compression to increase the power by a factor of four. This yields an 
acceleration gradient of 50 McV/m so that the total energy gain in the X-band liuac 
is 540 MeV. After acceleration, the bunch train will be analyzed to determine energy 
and energy spread. We will also plan to measure beam omittance nud transverse 
offsets along the bunch train. 

The right-most column of Table III lists the parameter for an upgrade of 
the X-band linac to 100 MV/m by the use of six 100-MW klystrons. Although 
the initial proposal does not include this upgrade, this is one possible path to 100 
MV/m in the NLCTA. 

4. Obtaining The Luminosity 

In the Introduction and in Section 3, we discussed the bask layout and how 
to obtain the energy in a linear collider; in this section, we discuss how to obtain the 
luminosity. Although the luminosity depends upon beam properties at the inter
action point, those properties depend upon beam dynamics throughout the entire 
linear collider; therefore, we must trace this influence throughout the collider. Be
fore doing that, however, let's examine the luminosity formula. Luminosity for a 
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linear collider is the snnir as for a circular collider except that titan* i* IUI addi
tional twin, an enhancement factor due to tin* intitna] pinching of the beams. The 
luminosity is given by 

•\ltaTtTg 

where A'± is the uutnliei- of positrous/electrons per bunch, }„p is the repetition 
frequency, nj is the liumlier of hunches accelerated on each eyrie of the accelerator, 
Hi) is (he pinch enhancement factor, and finally, o, ami <TV lire the* rms beam sine 
of the gaussinn spot at the interaction point. Each bunch is assumed to collide with 
only one other biuirh in the opposing huncli train. 

The object is to increase the luminosity to 10 1 1 10 3 1 rin""-K-l, for the energy 
range ^ to l TeV. To do that we must increase the numerator of Erj. 1 and decrease 
the denominator as much as possible. For the numerator, we have at our disposal 
the number of particles per bunch, the repetition rale, and the number of hunch*;* 
on each cycle, hu» we must satisfy the constraint that the wall-plug power is in the 
range of 1011 200 M\V. For the detiouiinator. we can decrease the cross-sectional 
area by decreasing o> ;uul ay, but to do this we must keep the beam flat to eont.ro] 
beatnsinihhuig. 

In theuevt feu-sections we discuss each term in the luminosity formula, The 
discussion of beam size is subdivided into several sections, hi the next, section we 
begin with the numerator of Eq. t . 

4.1. Intensity and Repetition Ratt. 

First let's discuss the single bunch intensity N+ and the repetition rate f„p. 
From consi-rvatiou of energy, wi- must have 

yiWtnfrrp = '/r/'ft'ViH - i'i) 

where rirf is the efficiency for converting wall-plug power to RF power, t/j is the 
fraction of the energy extruded by a single bunch, and I'unttt i R t u t ' total wall-plug 
power supplied to the linacs. The wall-plug-to-RF ellictency, ?/r/, is about 20% for 
the projected RF system. This is a fairly realistic estimate including all of the 
factors in the power system which were discussed in the first section. There ate new 
ideas which could raise this to perhaps 30-40%, however, with the system shown in 
Section 3 3, i)rf is about 20%. 

For somewhat different reasons, the single-hunch extraction efficiency is lim
ited to about 2%. The single-bunch beam loading causes an energy spread within 
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the bunch. Although the linear part can be compensated by shifting tint RF phd.se> to 
obtain a linear slope, the higher order effects iuc difficult to compensate. However, 
very small energy spi^nel is required to keep the beum emit twice from uicvea-smg, 
to focus the beam to a smtill speil, and finally, to provide a narrow spectrum for 
experiments. This limits single- bunch energy extraction to a few percent. 

1-W the purpose of this discussion, let's select a wall-i^lxi^ power of 150 MW 
for an lirm — 1 TeV. 

De-cause- the required bunches have a very .small transverse dimension, it is 
necessary to control their offset pulse-to-pulse with a feedback system. In order 
for this feeui.r'.ck system to work efficiently, the sample rate must be at least sis 
times the rate at which the beam ceiitroid is changing. Because ground mot ion is an 
important source of bunch motion, and because the spectrum drops off rapidly above 
10 Hz, the repetition rate of the accelerator must be greater than CO Hz. Experience 
at SLC has shown that a simple factor of six is not sufficient. A substantial overhead 
in the sample frequency is required in order to avoid excessively amplifying the 
high-frequency ground motion. Therefore, we set the repetition frequency to ISO 
Hz. It could be dropped as low as 120 Hz; however, GO Hz is probably loo low. 
Substituting the previous parameter values in Eq, 2, we find that the maximum 
number of particles per bunch is A'* ~ '2 x 10 , ( l. 

4.2. The. JVumficr of Bimr.hr.* 

As discussed in the hit induct ion, the designs for tlu* NLC include the accel
eration of many bunches on each cycle of the collider. The purpose of this is, of 
course, to increase the luminosity linearly with increasing number of bunches. If 
there we're no constraints, the largest luminosity would be obtained by placing all 
the charge in the bunch train into one hunch because" in this ca.se then' is eniadratic 
gain with ini'iensing intensity. As discussed in the previous sect ion. the single bunch 
intensity is limited by the amount of energy it can extract while retaining a small 
relative energy spread. It turns out that this intensity is also consistent with trans
verse stability and with beam-beam effects. Thus, the quadratic gain is stopped by 
these hounds; however, since there is about 9S% of the energy left in the structure, 
it is possible- to continue to gain linearly by increasing the* number of bunches. 

A large number of bunches brings along a host of other complicate JUS. Some 
of these were- discussed earlier. The1 hunches must lie- stable- trans ve-rse-ly which 
means that the* structure imisi be' designed] in a special way (Si-Wion 3.2). The 
energy spread buncji-to-buiieh must be controlled. This can lie done by de-laying 
the filling of the RF structure and by matching the- rate e>f filling of the structure 
to the rate e>f energy extraction. This ti'chniquc is use-el routinely at the SLC. 
However, as the number of bundle's increases, higher-order effects heroine important 
and the e-ompensation technique becomes more difficult. This limits the' number of 
bun<'hcs to about 10: although the single hunch intensity can be* traded off somewhat 
with the number of bunches. There- are other strategies for bunch-to-bunch energy 
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compensation which allow larger energy extraction; however, because of the heavier 
beam loading, the tolerances are much tighter. 

The RF pulse must be of rather high quality. Systematic phase and ampli
tude variations over the bunch train must be less than about 2% {such tolerances 
are not unrealistic with the? power sources discussed). Because a significant fraction 
of the fields felt by the trailing bunches are due to the leading bunches, the intensity 
of the bunch train must be controlled with a precision less than 2%. The damping 
rings winch produce these trains of bunches must be able to accelerate them without 
instability. If small position or energy changes occur, a compensation system must 
be developed to assure that the bunches enter the final focus system on the same 
trajectory and with the same energy. The final focus system must be designed so 
that the distant crossings of bunches do not disrupt the primary collisions at the 
interaction point. 

Although the addition of many bunches appears to be "free'" in that we 
simply use energy that would normally be wasted, it introduces complexity into 
every subsystem of the entire collider, The benefit is an order of magnitude increase 
in the luminosity. 

4.S. The Beam Size, 

The transverse size of a beam in an accelerator is determined by two basic 
parameters: the omittance f and the beta function /3, 

O = y/0 . (3) 

The einittance is a parameter that is proportional to the area occupied by 
the beam distribution in transverse phase space \x,pz). It is defined by 

€ y = _ [ < T2 > < ; j2 > _ < x p x >2ji ( ( 4 ) 

where j is the transverse position, p* is the corresponding transverse momentum, 
and pa is the central momentum of the bunch of particles. The angle brackets in 
Eq. 4 indicate an average over the distribution of particles in a bund:. Because 
the quantity in the square brackets is an adiabatic invariant (in the absence of 
synchrotron radiation), the omittance decreases inversely with the momentum of 
the bunch in a linear accelerator. 

The longitudinal cmittancc is defined in a similar way, 
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C2 m — [< Zl > < Aj»7 > - < Z£f> >2]$ , (5) 
Pa 

where z is the longitudinal deviation from a central position within the bunch, ami 
Ap is the deviation of the particle momentum from a central momentum. Once 
again, the quantity in the square brackets is an adiabatic invariant, which causes 
t» to decrease inversely with the beam momentum in a linear accelerator. In the 
special case of a high-energy electron linac, the longitudinal distribution and the 
bunch length are fixed because the particles all travel at essentially the speed of 
light. In this cuse, the fractional momentum spread vjirics inversely with the beam 
momentum. 

The beta function 0 was first introduced by Courant and Snyder in their 
description of the alternating gradient focusing of particle beams." The parameter 
not only determines the particle beam size through Eq. 3, it also determine!! the 
instantaneous wavelength of the oscillations of particles within the beam envelope 
as they traverse the focusing magnets (wavelength = 2w0), 

The beta function also plays an important role at the interaction point (IP). 
In a magnet-free region, it has the particularly simple form 

«*> = P + {^j^ , (6) 

where fl* is the minimum value of fi(s) and $u is the location of that minimum, the 
IP in this case. According to Eq. 3, the beam size near the IP is therefore 

V2(s) = l0t+j;(S-3O)'2. (7) 

from this form, it is obvious that 0* is the depth of focus because the beam size 
increases by \/2 when s - sa — 0*> Thus, the beta function plays two important 
roles at the IP—it determines both the spot size and depth of focus. In order to 
achieve the sizes shown in Table I, we must reduce the omittance as much as possible 
and preserve it during acceleration, and finally, wc must focus the beam down to 
provide a small 0* at the interaction point. 

4-4- The Damping Ring ' 

The damping ring serves to reduce the omittance of the bunches of particles 
in all three degrees of freedom. It is an electron storage ring similar in all essential 
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features to the stornge rings used for colliding bean::; or synchrotron I 7il produc
tion. The particles in mi electron storage ring radiate a substantial fraction of their 
energy on each turn energy that is restored ' jf RF accelerating cavities. In the 
process of radiation, the particles lost; energy *". ..»;i all three degrees of freedom, but 
it is restored only along one, the direction of motion; the proper amount is supplied 
at a single RF phase for a particle with the design energy, which leads to dumping in 
all three dimensions. The fact that radiation is emitted as discrete quanta, however, 
introduces stochastic noise that causes diffusion of particle trajectories. 

Th" competition between these dumping and diffusion effects lendt; to an 
equilibrium value for the emittance of an electron storage ring. Dmnping rings 
are designed to enhance the damping effects using strong magnetic fields (such as 
those in wigglcr magnets), while limiting the diffusion by the special design of the 
transverse focusing in the ring. In addition, there is a unique feature of electron 
storage rings that can be used to advnntnge. Due to the lack of vertical bending, 
the vertical omittance of the beam is much smaller than the horizontal—typically 
two orders of magnitude smaller. Such naturally flat beams arc a key feature of 
many NLC designs. 

One possible design for a future damping ring is ahout a factor of five larger 
and operates at an energy 50 percent higher than that of the SLC damping rings 
(sw Fig. 13). The final omittance of the beam is more than an order of magnitude 
smaller than that of the SLC beams, which leads to much smaller sizes. In fact, the 
vertical extent of a beam emerging from this damping ring would be a few microns, 
or ahout equal to the final spot si/,e at the SLC interaction point,. 

Injection Extraction V% 

Bending and 
Focusing Magnets 

50 m •- „W',K 

FIR. 13. A di'Mfrii of Aii NI.C <lfMU|>i»K ring 

Another key difference is the simultaneous damping of many hatches of 
bunches. In the SLC, at most two bunches are damped simultaneously, whereas 
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<liin NLC ring will damp 10 hatches of 10 bunches fill fit once, Thin feature allows 
ft longer damping time for any given hunch, because we run extinct, the "oldest" 
batch and inject a new "young" batch while leaving those in their "adolescence" to 
continue clomping undisturbed. 

Because the bunches forget their origins lu the damping ring, their conditions 
upon emerging are entirely determined by their behavior in tin- dumping ring. Thin 
places special emphasis oil the stability of tiie magnets in the damping ring and 
extinction system. 

4*5. Dunch Comprvaaion/Prr'AixtiU'-TutioH 

Although the longitudinal ciuittaiice obtained in the damping ring is small 
enough, thu bunch is still much too long for acceleration in a linac. In the SLC 
and NLC, this problem ts solved by n technique called hunch compression, which 
shortens the bunch while increasing its energy spread. Each bunch pusses through 
nn RF accelerating structure phased so that. Llie trailing particles emerge with lower 
energy than the leading particles. Then the bunch passes through a sequence of 
magnets that disperses the beam so that particles of different momenta travel on 
different, paths. Particles with higher momentum (at the head of the bunch) travel 
a longer path than those of lower momentum (at the tail). The tail of the bunch 
can therefore catch up with the head, producing a shorter bunch but at the cost 
of a greater energy spread. 

This type of hunch compression has been used routinely in the SLC, where 
bunches 7 mm long are compressed to 0.5 mm for acceleration in the linar, Much 
shorter bunches will be. required in the NLC. Short bunches will suffer less from 
transverse wakefields in the linac, and they permit a smaller depth of focus at the 
IP (about 100 microns for the NLC). In principle, another order of magnitude in 
compression could be obtained in a single stegc; in practice, however, this approach 
would lead to other deleterious effects due to the large energy spread that would 
be induced in the beam. For this reason, the extra compression is provided by a 
second hunch compressor operating at a higher energy. 

In the NLC. tin* hunch is first, compressed as in the SLC to 0.5 nun in length, 
after which the beam is accelerated tn about 10 (ieV. The longitudinal spread of 
till' beam is :m«ffected by this acceleration, but the relative energy spread decreases 
lineally with energy. The compression is then repeated, resulting in a bmich length 
less than 100 microns. By separating tin* compression process into two discrete 
steps, we can keep the relative energy spread small throughout. 

4-6, EmitUmcv, Priwu-rvatitm During AvrcUratiim " 

During the proems of acceleration, we niusl take care not to dilute the emit 
tance of the beam. There arc several effects which can lead to einittaiice dilution. 
In the next few subsections, we discuss a few of the most import ant effects. 
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4.6.1. Chromatic Effects 

The filamcntation of the central trajectory in a Hnac can cause dilution of the 
effective omittance of the beam. If wc first consider a coherent betatron oscillation 
down the linnc, then to be absolutely safe, we must require that it he small compared 
to the beam siste. If the spread in betatron phase advance is not too large, then this 
tolerance is increased to perhaps twice the beam size for the design shown in Table 
I. 

The cltromatic effect of a corrected trajectory is rather different. In this 
case, it is the distance between an error and a corrector which matters, and the 
effects partially cancel yielding a growth oe ^/A', u o5' This yields a tolerance on 
magnet misalignment the order of 20 to 3D times the beam size in the linac (about 
20 /im) for the design in Table I. This is also the tolerance on DPM accuracy. If the 
phase advance of the linac or some subsection is not too large, then this yields a 
linear correlation of position with momentum (dispersion) which can, in principle, 
be corrected since it does not vary in time. Therefore, it is possible to have looser 
tcWances if such correction is provided. 

4.6.2. Correction Technioues 

As the trajectory is corrected the dispersion grows. It is possiLV, however, 
to measure this effect and choose a trajectory which is small and also has small dis
persion. This type of compensation technique has been extensively investigated.10'1' 
If this correction is provided, then normal alignment tolerances (100-200 /<m) can 
be compensated to yield negligible dilution of the beam omittance. For these tech
niques to work effectively, it is important that the single-bunch waketields and beam 
loading be reasonably small. 

4.6.3, Transverse WaVcficlds and DNS Damping 

The wakcficld left by the head of a bunch of particles, if it is offset in the 
structure, deflects the tail. If the transverse oscillations of the head and tail have the 
same wave number, the tail is driven on resonance. This leads to growth of the tail 
of the bunch. This effect can be controlled by a technique called BNS damping." 
The bunch is given a head-to-tail energy correlation so that the tail is at lower 
energy. The offset of the head by an amount x induces a deflecting force on the t.il 
away from the axis. The tail, however, feels an additional force Ah'i, where A A' 
is the difference in focusing strength due to the energy difference. These two forces 
can be arranged to cancel, thereby keeping the coherence of the bunch as a whole. 
For the designs shown in Table I, the spread in energy for BNS damping is much 
less than 1%. This correlation can be accomplished by moving the bunch slightly 
on the RF wave to obtain a linear variation across the bunch. BNS damping has 
been thoroughly tested at the SLC and is now part of normal operating procedure. 
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4.6.4. Jitter 

In order to maintain collisions at the interaction point, the bunch must not 
move very much from pulse to pulse. Since the optics of the final focus also dcmRg-
nify this jitter, the tolerance in always set by the toco) beam divergence compared 
to the variation of some angular kick. The jitter tolerance on the dumping ring 
kicker is thus related to the divergence of the beam at that point. At the injection 
point to the linac, the offset caused by this jitter must be small compared to the 
local bcum size. 

If all the quadruples in the limic are vibrating in a random way, the ef
fects accumulate down the Unae and the orbit offset grows ot y/Nqua4, This sets 
the tolerance on the random motion of quadrupolcs to be much smaller than the 
beam size. In the examples in Table I, the random jitter tolerances are ^ 0.01/im. 
However, this size motion from putttc-to-pulse is unlikely due to the large repetition 
rate of the collider. More gradual motion, which is larger, can be corrected with 
feedback, provided tin; repetition frequency is sufficiently large. 

Jitter in RF kicks can cause similar effects. These effects can be reduced by 
reducing the DC component of the RF kick by eliminating asymmetries in couplers 
find by careful alignment of structures. 

4.G.5. Coupling 

Finally, we discuss coupling of the horizontal and vertical emittance. The 
beam aize ratio in the linac is 10:1. Tim tolerance on random rotations for a flat 
beam is given by 

© r m , « ^ - 4 ^ • (8) 

Fbr the example shown in Table I, the right-hand side is about 3 mrad; this is 
straightforward to achieve. If the errors arc not random, larger rotations can in
deed result; however, because the beam size is so small, the effects are very linear. 
Tim means that skew quadrupoles can be used effectively as correction elements. 
Certainly, tn the final focus, skew quads will he an integral part of the tuning 
procedure to obtain flat beams. 

4.7. Final Fonts"~7i 

At the end of each linear accelerator is a final focus system whose purpose is 
to compress the tiny bunches to sub-micron dimensions. To obtain the luminosity 
desired, the cross-sectional area of each bunch must be only a few hundred square 
nanometers. In addition, we must focus it to the shape of a flat ribbon (rather 
than a string) in order to minimize the radiation emitted as the particles in the 
bunch encounter the intense electromagnetic field of the opposing bunch. These 
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goats are accomplished by the use of a magnetic focusing system antilogous (in 
reverse) to an optical telescope used to magnify distant objects. This system uses 
quudnipole magnets as focusing elements in n combination tbnt provides n very 
large demagniucatiou. 

A major problem is the so-called "chromatic" effect of the final quadrupole 
magnets. Two parallel electron beams with different momenta entering a perfect 
quadrupolc magnet arc brought to n focus at slightly different longitudinal positions 
because the lower energy beam is bent slightly more than the higher energy beam 
by the magnetic field (see Pig. 14). For it not to affect the spot si;sc, this rhift of 
focal point must be smaller than 0*, the depth of focus of the beam. Due to the 
requirement of flat beams, this depth of focus is about 100 microns in the vertical 
dimension. 

High Energy 

Central 
Energy 

1-91 
Magnetic Lens SJWAIO 

Fig. M. Tlir "chromatic" effect of the final i|uniirnpotc focusing mngnet. Par
ticles of differing energy . w focused to different locations. 

Such a. small depth of focus makes the chromatic effects particularly serious. 
The chromatic correction of the final quadruples is in fact the key to the final 
focus, Upstream of those quadnipolcs, a combination of bending magnets that 
disperse the hcaiu combined with nonlinenr scxtupole magnets ensures that higher 
energy particles got a hit more focusing th;in lower energy particles. When a bunch 
arrives at the last quadrupolc, the chromatic effect tfi'liv magnetic field upon it is 
exactly canceled. 

The basic principles of the chromatic correction for particle beams have been 
known and utilized for about 30 years. Their first application in a linear collider 
was in the SLC, where the beams are demagnified by about a factor of 30, yielding 
spot sizes of about two micrms. Because the dcmagniflcatton tiecessnry itt the 
NLC is about a factor of 300, however, the design of its final focus fiyfitcm will be 
substantially different from that of the SLC. 
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48. The FFTB Project 

In order to test such a next-generation final focus experimentally, an inter 
national collaboration including SLAC, INP, KEK, Orsay, DESY and NPI has been 
formed to design and construct a Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB) at SLAC.M This 
facility will use the SLC beam emerging straight ahead from the linac as its source 
of electron bunches. 

Figure 15 shown a schematic of the location and layout of the FFTB. It is a 
scaled version of an NLC final focus, and as such, is qualitatively similar to NLC de
signs. A special feature of the design is that the chromatictty-corrccting scxtupoles 
arc grouped in separate pairs, one for the horizontal dimension and one for the 
vertical. This pair of magnets is arranged so that the nonlinear aberrations intro 
duced arc cancelled, while the chromatic effects add. The bends shown in Fig. 15 
horizontally disperse the different momenta in the beam so that the sextupolcs give 
somewhat more focusing to the higher-energy particles. This additional focusing is 
arranged so as to cancel the lack of focusing of the higher-energy particles in the 
final cutadrupolcs. 

SLC 

Research 
Yard 

Sextupoles 

Quadripoles Dipole Bends Final Quads G793A1I 

Fig. 15. The location .niH schematic layout of the Final Focus Trot Bwtm 

The goal of the KFTB is to produce bundles with transverse dimensions 
of CD nanometers high by 1 micron wide. Figure 16 shows the vertical bcain size 
plotted versus the vertical 0* at the IP. In mi ideal linear Systran, as discussed in 
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Section 4.3, the beam size is just proportional to the square root of /?*. This is 
shown OH the dotted line in Fig. 1G. If the bunch has finite energy spread and with 
no correction, this linear decrease is modified by chromatic aberrations so that the 
beam sine readies a minimum of about 1 tm\ (the solid line in Fig- 16). Finally, 
if the chromatic-correction scxtupolcs arc powered and if the system is properly 
tuned and adjusted, the vertical beam size follows the linear optics down to a size 
of about 60 ran before other high-order effects spoil the compensation (the dashed 
line in Fig. 16). 
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Fig. 16. Beam size versus optical tuning for uncorrected optics (solid), cor tec ted 
optks (tiashiMl) and linear optics (dotted). 

The FFTB will not achieve the beam size necessary for NLC due to the 
lack of a suitable low-cinittancc source. In fact, to achieve such low omittance, we 
need the NLC damping ring and linac. The FFTB utill, however, test the optical 
demagnitication necessary for an NLC. In fact, the design 0* for FFTB is identical 
to thai for NLC. In addition to this primary goal, the collaboration will use this 
facility to test the alignment, stability and instrumentation requirements needed to 
achieve such small spots. The FFTB project is proceeding on schedule. Most of the 
magnets haw been received and measured and initial tests of the first part of the 
beam line have just been completed. The initial tests of tlie FFTB should begin in 
1993. 

4.9. Cailimation and Final Facut Layout 

Perhaps one of the most important lessons burned from the SLC is that it is 
necessary to carefully collimatc the beam to eliminate background in the detector. 
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Unfortunately, the collimation process can dilute the cmittance of the beam if done 
in the usual manner. In addition, if the beam is misstccrcd the collimator can be 
destroyed on a single pulse of the linac. To avoid both of these problems, a nonlinear 
collimation section luis been developed at SLAC. This technique uses nonlinear 
magnets to blow up the tails of the beam for easier collimation while leaving the 
core unaffected. These magnets also protect the collimators by dispersing the beam 
if it is misstccrcd, which eliminates collimator damage. 

The collimation section also creates a beam of muons, which shine straight 
ahead of the section. In order to avoid background in the detector due to these 
irnmns, it is probably necessary to provide a 10-mrad-low field bend after the colli
mation section. 

Taking all this together, the layout of the NLC after the linac takes the form 
shown in Fig. 17. At the end of the linac the beam is matched into the collimation 
section. A rather long (but necessary) collimation section serves for both transverse 
phase space and momentum spread collimation. The beam is matched into the big 
bend and is bent away from the muon beam. Finally, the beam is matched into the 
final focus and focused into a small spot for collisions. 

4.9. Beam-Beam Effects"'"3 

When two oppositely-charged bunches collide at the IP, the intense electro
magnetic field generated by the bunches tends to mutually focus them. This leads 
to disruption of the bunch find to a pinch enhancement of the luminosity. The en
hancement factor H & was given in Eq. 1 for the luminosity. For round bunches, this 
enhancement can be quite large (i£ 5); for flat bunches, however, it is considerably 
reduced (& 2) because the pinch only occurs in one dimension. If, in addition, the 
bunches are misaligned relative to each other, the centroids are attracted during the 
hunch passage. This lends to a two-stream instability which for moderate disrup
tion actually helps the collision process; if the bunches are misaligned, they bend 
toward each other and collide partially anyway. 

The combination of very high electromagnetic fields and high particle energy 
yields substantia! amounts of synchrotron radiation known as beamstrahlung. The 
average energy IOSB due to beamstrahlung ranges from 1 to 20 percent in various 
NLC designs. In extreme cases many of these photons ctn subsequently generate 
electron-positron pairs in the intense electromagnetic fields present, The radiated 
photons or charged particles can strike detector components, causing undesirable 
backgrounds, 

The train of bunches on each cycle also presents a problem at the final focus. 
In order to have a separate channel for the outgoing 'disrupted bunch, collisions take 
place at a small angle. As the bunches approach the collision point, they feel the 
field from those bunches which urc exiting and have already collided. This sequence 
of bunches can induce a multibunch kink instability which can cause trailing bunches 
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to miss the interaction point. This elhvt can he cuuitoUi-i1 by the oluujre per Imtich 
or l»y tin* crossing angle. 

in practice, those beam-beam i*tu-ct>< an* what impost* the ultimate limits »n 
tin* possible charge per bunch and thus on th<* luminosity. In the design described 
above, the luminosity limit is bypassed by using a short train of himeiies, each with 
moderate tot;il charge. This approach allows us t« maintain the desired luminosity 
while keeping beam-beam effects under rout ml. 

Recently, questions haw been raised regarding the background due to 7+7 —* 
jeLs where I lie -yV are produced by beauistriihLuu& Because, of the Urge cross 
seetion. there csui be more than one event per crossing in many design*. Recent 
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estimates suggest that although this may not be serious at 0.5 TeV, it will definitely 
be n problem at I T«V. * This effect will push designs towar<U more hunches per 
cycle with less chmge per hunch. However, there are tradeoffs between detector 
design and linear collider design which have yel t<i be explored to help solve this 
problem, 

5. Outlook 

There has been u tremendous amount of progress in the accelerator physics 
and technology of linear colliders during the past, live years. This has come from a 
combination of experience with the SLC, and research and development aixntud the 
world. The NLC design at SLAC has evolved towards more conservative parameters, 
taking into account the real experience with the SLC. We tire very dose to having 
the key components of the technology under our belt, nn NLC-style final focus with 
the FFTB and a model of the high-gradient lhiae, the NLC Test Accelerator. The 
ATF at KEK will provide a lest of the next generation of damping rings. The 
SLC will continue to provide us with useful information about a real woi Umg linear 
collider. In addition, the SLC provides n test bed to perform scaled experiments to 
test our understanding of the accelerator physics necessary to obtain the luminosity. 

A key question is: can we accelerate Hat, low-enut.taii»v beams while pre
serving their emittauce? We believe the answer is yes, but experiments on the SLC 
which probe our understanding of this question are essential. The fintd boost of 
a factor of tfl in luminosity is obtained by accelerating 10 bunches on each ma
chine cycle. The choice of multiple! bunches impacts every system of the collider. 
Although we believe we have solved id) the key problems associated with the multi-
bunch issue, there is a significant ris*; remaining with this approach. Because of 
this risk, we feel it is important to be able to achieve the design luminosity with 
only very few bunches. Our understanding of beam-beam effects and how they ef
fect backgrounds has improved; however, mnch mm"e work needs in be done on the 
interaction of backgrounds, detector design and collider design-

To conclude, during the next few years we look forward to the resolution 
of both the technical and accelerator physics issues important to the design of the 
Next Linear Collider. 
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